IMPORTANT!

PLEASE READ BEFORE INSTALLATION

This notice pertains to DINOFLEX® Recycled Rubber Flooring and Surfacing.

1. Inspect your shipment for damage. Verify packing slip ensuring that the style, color, and quantity are correct.

2. Adhesives must not be exposed to freezing temperatures. Read technical data sheets and material safety data sheets for adhesive if applicable. Refer to Dinoflex instructions for adhesive for specific details.

3. The products in front of you have gone through quality checks to ensure correct product, number of pieces, and that the physical properties, dimensions and visual appearance have passed our standards. However, for your own protection, we ask you to inspect this shipment for any apparent shortcomings before starting the installation by laying out ALL of the tiles for thorough visual inspection and complete acclimation (see also point 6 below). **Do not install product if there are any such shortcomings. DINOFLEX® is not responsible for installation costs and will not be liable for material or labor if defective product is installed.**

4. Store DINOFLEX® products in a clean, dry, temperature controlled area. Remove all banding upon receipt of order. Recover with packaging provided after inspection has been complete to protect from dust and dirt prior to installation.

5. Referring to Sport Mat & Evolution Rubber Tile flooring, install same side up as received. All square cut tiles are marked with stickers showing “THIS SIDE DOWN”. These stickers will always be placed in the same corner of each tile as it goes through our slicing station. This will also assist the installer in ensuring that the tiles are not rotated during installation. **DO NOT FLIP TILES DURING INSTALLATION!**

6. Rubber expands and contracts with changes in temperature and humidity. Therefore, it is very important that all DINOFLEX® products be allowed to adjust to ambient temperature of the floor prior to starting installation. Acclimation time will depend upon storage time. See SECTION I, MATERIALS, STORAGE & HANDLING, ITEMS D & E. **Do not install** the tiles if they are not square and the appropriate thickness has not been reached.

7. It is important to keep a clean working surface at all times. Protect rubber flooring from construction dust and debris.

8. Keep DINOFLEX® rubber flooring dry prior to and during installation.

9. **DO NOT USE TAPE** of any kind to help secure seams during glue down installation. Tape residue cannot be removed from the top surface.

10. **DO NOT GET ADHESIVE ON THE TOP SURFACE OF THE RUBBER FLOORING AS IT IS VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO REMOVE. CONTACT YOUR DINOFLEX SUPPLIER IMMEDIATELY FOR SUGGESTED CLEANING METHODS IF THIS HAPPENS.** DINOFLEX® will not be responsible for the replacement or cleaning of rubber tiles that have adhesive on the surface!

**DINOFLEX® Installation & Maintenance Guidelines** are enclosed in this shipment. Ensure you are familiar with all installation procedures prior to starting installation.